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Runner
High-Speed Video Systems

CamReCoRd

 ReSeaRCH 

 tRoubleSHooting

 motion CaptuRe and analySiS

Small camera head with controller•	

Flexible system configuration•	

Covering 1 - 65 mpixel and up to 3,500 fps @1 mpixel•	

up to 56 gb video memory •	

timeViewer software with object tracking•	



Description

Runner systems combine a high-speed video camera with a separate pC 
based controller. the systems use a high-speed link between camera and 
controller to transfer video data in real-time into a large video memory. ap-
plication	requirements	of	frame	rate	and	resolution	define	the	camera	to	be	
used. Controller and accessories remain unchanged. Runner systems can 
be	configured	with	different	cameras	and	therefore	become	very	flexible.	

runner-1Hs-3500-M (mono)
runner-1Hs-3500-c (color)

3 500 fps @ 1 280 x 860 pixel
    : 
275 000 fps @1 280 x 4 pixel

13.7 µm x 13.7 µm
21.12 mm

2 µs Cyclone-1HS-3500-m
Cyclone-1HS-3500-C

runner-2-2000-M (mono)
runner-2-2000-c (color)

2 100 fps @ 1 920 x 1 080 pixel
    : 
156 000 fps @ 1 920 x 8 pixel

10 µm x 10 µm
22.03 mm

4 µs Cyclone-2-2000-m
Cyclone-2-2000-C

runner-5-700-M (mono)
runner-5-700-c (color)

693 fps @ 2 560 x 1 916 pixel
    : 
88 700 fps @ 2 560 x 8 pixel

5 µm x 5 µm
16.00 mm

4 µs Cyclone-5-700-m
Cyclone-5-700-C

runner-25-150-M (mono)
runner-25-150-c (color)

150 fps @ 5 120 x 5 120 pixel
    : 
20 900 fps @ 5 120 x 4 pixel

2.5 µm x 2.5 µm
18.10 mm

12 µs Cyclone-25-150-m
Cyclone-25-150-C

runner-65-70-M (mono)
runner-65-70-c (color)

71 fps @ 9 344 x 7 000 pixel
    : 
12 190 fps @ 9 280 x 8 pixel

3.2 µm x 3.2 µm
37.36 mm

12 µs Cyclone-65-70-m
Cyclone-65-70-C

Various trigger and synchronization features make the system an ideal tool 
for trouble shooting, research and industrial applications. the integrated 
tracking feature to extract trajectory data of moving objects can be used for 
motion capture and analysis applications.

runner-1Hs-3500-M (mono)
runner-1Hs-3500-c (color)

6.7 sec. 15.5 sec.

runner-2-2000-M (mono)
runner-2-2000-c (color)

5.7 sec. 13.4 sec.

runner-5-700-M (mono)
runner-5-700-c (color)

7.6 sec. 17.7 sec.

runner-25-150-M (mono)
runner-25-150-c (color)

6.6 sec. 15.3 sec.

runner-65-70-M (mono)
runner-65-70-c (color)

5.5 sec. 12.9 sec.

 recording time1)  recording time1)  
Model 24 GB video memory 56 GB video memory   

1) Recording time is given at max. frame rate and full resolution. 

triGGerinG anD syncHronization

triggering: initiates the recording of a sequence. it can be done by soft-
ware, by change of image content (image trigger) or by an external signal 
applied to the trigger input of the controller. post-trigger mode is possible 
due to vdeo ring memory.
synchronization:	A	signal	applied	to	the	camera	allows	to	define	the	mo-
ment	when	each	image	is	captured.	This	is	an	alternative	to	fixed	frame	rate	
and allows synchronization of cameras in multi camera setups.

caMera anD controller confiGuration

the camera is provided with F-mount for nikon lenses. additional mounts 
for C-mount lenses and nikon lenses not having an aperture ring (Fmg-
mount) are available.
For high ambient temperatures, an active cooling option is offered. the 
controller can be equiped with up to 56 gb video memory. For applications 
requiring	even	larger	video	memory	custom	specific	controllers	can	be	
configured.
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  pixel size exposure  
Model frame rate (max.) image diagonal time (min.) camera  



reMote operation

using a separate pC allows to operate 
Runner systems in remote mode. in this 
configuration	video	sequences	are	sa-
ved on the hard disk of the remote pC.

Multi-caMera operation

Multi-camera	systems	can	be	confi-
gured by connecting multiple Runner 
systems via ethernet to the remote pC. 
additionally to Runner sytems, Cam-
Record-Sprinter and CamRecord-CR 
cameras can be used. alternative to a 
remote pC, multi-camea systems might 
be controlled by one of the controllers. 

the system can be operated stand-
alone by connecting keyboard, mouse 
and monitor. after capturing a video 
sequence it can be saved on the hard 
disk of the controller. transfer of video 
data to external devices is done by 
using ethernet or uSb interface.

stanD-alone operation

timeViewer software

Runner systems are controlled by timeViewer software. it is installed on the 
controller but also provided separatelly for installation on a remote pC. the 
software is used for single and multiple camera setups. it also integrates a 
tracking feature to extract trajectory data of moving objects. Video memory 
is	configured	as	a	ringe	memory	to	allow	post-trigger	operation.
Key features:

automatic recording start by image trigger•	
Freely adjustable pre- and post-trigger•	
object tracking•	
Preview	images	for	simplified	navigation•	
Synchronous multi-camera control•	
export of aVi formats•	
Capture of trajectories•	
measurement of distance, angle, speed•	
insertion of logo and text into sequences•	

setup

basicly, the camera is connected to the 
controller for power supply and data 
transfer. user control in stand-alone 
configuration	is	provided	via	additional	
keyboard, mouns and monitor. For 
remote operation only ethernet connec-
tion	is	used.	Multi-camera	configura-
tions are possible also.
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specifications
a/d conversion 8 bit

trigger modes Rising or falling edge, software, 
manually by handtrigger, pre- and 
post-trigger

Memory	configuration Ring memory

Scope of delivery Camera, F-mount lens adapter (Cy-
Fm), passive heat sink (Cy-HiS), CXp 
cable (4 x 3 m), controller with 24 gb 
video memory, timeViewer software, 
manual on uSb, transport case

accessories

Cp-Cm C-mount lens adapter

Cp-Fmg F-mount lens adapter with 
aperture control

Cp-Fan active cooling option

Cable-HdbnC-5m CXp Cable 4 x 5 m

Cable-HdbnC-10m CXp Cable 4 x 10 m

Cable-HdbnC-40m CXp Cable 4 x 40 m

mem-56gb upgrade to 56 gb video memory

CR-taR trigger adapter Hd26 d-Sub to 
bnC female

CR-HtR manual trigger device, 1.8 m

CpH6-ptC pig tail cable for synch

controller-rc1
Video memory 24 gb (opt. 56 gb)

Hard disk 1 tb, SSd

operating system Win 10 pro, english

trigger input d-Sub Hd 26p fem., ttl

dimensions (aprox.) 205 x 270 x 80 mm³, 1.8 kg

Supply 100 - 240 V, 50 - 60 Hz

temperature range 0 - 40 °C (32 - 104 F) 

interfaces Hdmi, 4x uSb2, 4x uSb3, gige, 
d-Sub Hd26 for trigger input
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the information given herein is believed to be reliable, however optronis makes no warranties as 
to	its	accuracy	or	completeness.	Data	sheet	is	subject	to	modifications	at	any	time.	9/2021

contact inforMation

optronis gmbH
ludwigstraße 2
77694 Kehl
germany

phone: +49 7851 91 26 - 0
Fax: +49 7851 91 26 - 10
info@optronis.com
www.optronis.com

tecHnical DrawinG

caMera
lens mount F-mount (standard)

Synchroization internal, external, CXp

Synchroization signal (external) Synch in, Synch out, ttl level, 
electrically isolated

dimensions 98 x 65 x 71 mm³

Weight (aprox.) 700 g

temperature range 0 - 40 °C (32 - 104 °F)
0 - 35 °C (32 - 96 °F) only Runner-65-70 
0 - 55 °C (32 - 131 °F) with Cy-Fan
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